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Abstract 

It is recognized that the effective life of automotive suspension springs could be ended by 

yielding rather than fracture. The industry describes this problem as load loss or sag. Recent 

trends to design and manufacture light-weight automobiles result in higher working stress in 

springs requiring a further improved sag resistance of spting steels. The present study is 

conducted to characterize the sag behavior of the SAE 5 160H, 9259V. and D~aspring steels 

by using Bauschinger effect test. Results of this systematic study showed that 9259V 

demonstrated a stronger Bauschinger effect compared to 5160H and Duraspring steels. 

Consequently, 9259V should have a better sag resistance over ail. The effects of hardness 

level on Bauschinger effect were also established. The magnitude of Bauschinger effect 

reached a peak value when 9259V was hardened to HRc 50 and tested with 1% of pre-plastic 

strain. However, for 5160H and Duraspring steels, only a continuous reduction in 

Bauschinger effect with increasing in hardness has been observed. Silicon was redized to be 

the major d o y  element infiuencing Bauschinger effect. The greater the silicon content in the 

steel, the larger the Bauschinger effect, and therefore, the better the sag resistance of the 

spring. In addition to silicon, carbon content also plays a role to affect Bauschinger effect. 

The results fkom present study can provide the bais for both the design of new spring steels 

and the modification of the existing spring steels. 
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Chapter 1 

1.1 Automobile suspension spring and steels 

The main function of automotive suspension springs is to provide smooth and even ride. 

Therefore, the ability to withstand the weight of an automobile without incuning appreciable 

setting or relaxation is an important performance characteristic of automobile suspension 

springs. During service, springs are subjected to fatigue loaàing which is nomally lower than 

the yield strength of the spring material. However, the design and mount is such that yielding 

anywhere in the spring is prevented. Moreover, the springs are given a preload before king 

mounted on the vehicle. This process cailed scragging or presetting, in addition to suain 

hardening, gives the necessary plastic accommodation. Nevertheless, with service time, 

springs progressively deform or sag. Although nominal relaxation of springs is expected and 

usually posses no senous problem, there are several practical reasons why the relaxation 

characteristics of springs deserve serious consideration: (1) Unusually excessive relaxation of 

the front - coi1 springs of an automobile, and the attendant settiing of the front - end, might 

interfere with the driver's abiiity to steer the car safely. (2) Both Canadian and US Federd 

Govemments have issued safety - motivated regdations that stipulate the limits for the 

bumper heights of new automobiles. (3) Spring relaxation is one of the factors that must be 

taken into account in design changes to improve riding quality. It is functionaiiy practicable 

to have the lowest spnng rate (the ratio of spring height H and main coi1 diameter D) or 

stiffness for a good ride. However, a lower spring rate is usually associated with lower 

relaxation resistance and, therefore, it is necessary to use a steel that c m  provide a good sag 



resistance for desired s p ~ g  rate. (4) As part of the ment  trend towards smaüer, lighter - 

weight automobiles, the weight reduction of suspension springs has k e n  awaited with great 

interest. However, any weight reduction will also result in a higher stress level on the springs. 

Such a higher stress level inevitably presents the problems of increased sagging of the 

springs. In view of the foregoing. springs must have good surface quality, hardenability; 

especially sag resistance to meet the applications. These requirernents cleariy demanded the 

development of spring steels, which possess high sag resistance, even under severe stress 

condition. In order to improve sag resistance, raising the hardness or the strength of spring 

steel from which the springs are made is one of the simplest and most effective ways to do it. 

However, if the fatigue strength is reduced by raisirig the hardness, the springs will not be 

suitable for the applications. To prevent this problem, it is necessary to raise the hardness by 

strengthening the m a t h  of the material only to the extent that it does not cause a reduction of 

the fatigue life. Traditionally, automobile suspension springs are manufactured out of hot - 

rolled alloy bars. The significant features of the manufacturing processes are heating to the 

austenitizing temperature, hot coiling, oil quenching, tempering to desired hardness level, 

shot peening, and cold setting. In addition to this conventional way, there are several other 

methods of strengthening the matrix of spring steels. 

1) Increase Silicon content: In this method, the content of Si, a ferrite matrix strengthener, is 

increased and this results in solution and theta carbide dispersion strengthening during 

tempering. This method has been used commercially in Si - Mn steels (SAE 9260). 

2) Add V, Cb, and Mo: The elements V, Cb, and Mo are carbide formers in steel and 

promote precipitation hardening. The refining of crystal grains is a by - proâuct of this 

addition. 



3) Refining of crystal grains: The yield point is increased by refining crystal grains. Grain 

refiiewnt can also be accomplished by thermal treatment. Rapid induction heating and 

quenching after holding the material for a short pend of time in the austenite zone is a 

exceedingly effective way of thermal veatment ['? 

Over the years, a number of ailoys have been used for hot - formed springs. Chromium - 

containing AIS1 5160 (0.70-0.90 pct Cr) and modified 5160 (0.45-0.65 pct Cr.) are at the top 

of the list in terms of wide use, followed by three other alloy steels and carbon steels. Except 

for AISI 1095 and AIS1 6150, the maximum carbon for these spring steels is about 0.65 pct, 

which is apparently considered the safe upper lirnit for spring steels with good hardenability. 

Higher carbon will increase the danger of quench cracking for those bars small enough to 

through - harden. AIS1 9260, Silicon - containing (1.8 - 2.2% Si) has k e n  cornrnonly used 

for automotive springs for many years. AIS1 9260 was recommended for use in highly 

stressed applications. Actually, steels with high silicon content, as in the case of AIS1 9260, 

have a reptation for excellent load - loss resistance or sag resistance among conventional 

steels, but because of its high silicon content this steel may have relative poor surface quality, 

i.e., it is easily decarburized, which leads to poor fatigue life. In the present project. we 

selected the spring steels that have been widely used or newly developed to study their sag 

behaviors at different hardness or strength levels. They are 5160H, 9259V and Duraspring 

steels respectively. The chernical compositions of these three steels are listed in the table 2.1. 

1.2 Main factors in spring dedgn 

Speaking of spring design, there are some main factors have to be concemed. First is the 

strength of the material. In automotive industry, it has ken recognized that the effective life 



of automotive springs is usually ended by yielding rather than fracture, therefore, the elastic 

limit has a direct influence on spring properties. In general, the criterion a& is used for 

material selection and manufacturing. where of is the stress to fracture and E is Young's 

moduius. It is commonly accepted that the higher the value of this expression, the better the 

matmial is for making mechanical springs. Second is the fatigue strength. Suspension springs 

are made for lifetime service, therefore, a high endurance limit is desired. Third is sag 

resistance. As springs progressively deform or sag with service time, the ability to withstand 

the weight of an automobile without incurring relaxation becomes an important character. ln 

addition, weight reductioa is also an inevitable factor for spring design because any weight 

saving would result in higher working stresses that c m  be high fraction of the yield stress of 

the material. Although al1 of these factors have to be taken into serious consideration during 

the spring design, the present project is mainly focused on the study of sag behavior of 

automotive springs by using Bauschinger effect test. Bauschinger effect itself is the 

weakening phenomenon of material when it is defomed in the reverse direction after a 

plastic strain in a forward direction. It serves to predict the potential sag resistance of spring 

steels. The greater the Bauschinger effect of the spring steel, the better the sag resistance of 

the material. 

1.3 Sag behavior 

Springs, such as automobile suspension SPM~S,  would experience a decrease in the 

length or the height during service as time has gone by. It has been recognized by industry as 

sag or relaxation. Sag is a relaxation phenomenon that results in a reduced load canying 

capability. It may result from both static and dynamic loading during service and is 



logarithmically dependent on the .  More precisely, sag is the phenornenon whereby a cyclic 

microcreep ancilor plastic deformation, mainly cyclic softening, have occurred over a large 

number of loading cycles at nominal stress levels clearly below the material's yield strength. 

A cyclic microcreep mechanism, therefore, could be responsible for the overall relaxation of 

the spring by its cumulative effect over several thousand loading cycles. The spring operating 

stresses may introduce microplastic deformation at Suess levels, which are nominally in 

elastic region, and the extent of such yielding could be different from steel to steel. Sag 

resistance is best measured by direct static and dynamic tests on prototype springs. In static 

test, sag resistance is measured by means of load loss at some fixed spring deflection afier a 

sustained loading at some predetermined level for a predetermined time (a few days). In 

dynamic test, the load loss is measured after a fatigue loading between predetermined limits 

for a predetermined number of cycles. However, a direct evaluation of sag resistance has the 

following disadvantages. Fust, it is very time consuming to perfomiing load loss 

experiments. Even for a simple static test, it couid take up to a few months. Second, 

expensive coil making facilities must be available to make the test specimens as well as 

speciai fatigue test machine has to be available to perform the dynamic test. Furthermore, the 

amount of steel required is sizable because anywhere from 10 to 15 feet of spring steel bar 

goes into typical springs intended for automotive use. Moreover, the surface qualities, 

geometrical inhomogenities, etc. of springs are bound to affect the sag properties in addition 

to the properties of the spring steel itself. ~ u . r r [ ' ~ ]  proposed the Bauschinger torsion test as a 

convenient method to avoid such requirements associated with load loss test. He suggested 

that the static load-loss test is reaüy a kind of torsionai stress-relaxation test, since stress 

relaxation is defmed as a decrease in stress ai a constant deformation. When a coil spring is 



deflected by axial loaâing, the spring bar is twisted in torsion. In fact, the spring can be 

considered a long torsion bar with a length proportionai to the product of the mean coil 

diameter and the number of active coils in the springs. Tbus, the static load-loss test of coil 

springs is a torsional stress-relaxation test of a very long torsion bar, assuming chat the axially 

loaded coil spring behaves like a straight bar in pure torsion. The conventional torsion test 

reveals the torque-twist diagram, which is a measure of the stress-strain curve of the material 

in one direction of twist only. The Bauschinger torsion test, see Fig.l.1, measures the 

weakening of metal when it is strained in the reverse direction after a plastic strain in a 

forward direction, by using the "Actual Bauschinger Twist9'(ABT) which measures the 

difference in strain between the fonvard-twist and reverse-twist curve at maximum torque. 

Torsional Bauschinger tests showed that the better spring steel, AIS1 9260. has a larger 

Bauschinger effect than 5 160 steel. Since springs are energy-storage devices. the better spring 

steels must have considerable resilience. Resilience is the ability of a material to recover its 

original size and shape after deformation caused by stress. Thus, the results conclude the 

correlation that the larger Bauschinger effect means better resilience. Since the Bauschinger 

effect is correlated with the parameters associated with the resilience and with the known 

ratings of resistance to sag or load loss, the Bauschinger effect can be served as a test to 

predict the relative sag or load loss resistance of spring steels. Although the Bauschinger 

effect test can be employed as a rapid technique to predict the potential load lose or sag 

resistance of s p ~ g  steels, the mechanismî of Bauschinger effect are not the cause of sag 

because the former occurs ody on the k t  few cycles of loading and the latter occurs over 

thousands of cycles at stresses which are nomaliy elastic. 



Fig 1.1 Schematic representation of Loop Area and ABT in Bauschinger torsion test''.31. 

1.4 Bauschinger effect and its mchanbms 

1.4.1 Bauschinger effect 

When materials are loaded uniaxially in one direction (e.g. in tension) into the plastic 

regime. doaded to zero stress level, then reloaded in reverse direction (e.g. in compression), 

they may yield during the reloading, at a stress level lower than if the reloaàing were carried 

out in the original direction. Figure. 1.2 is the schematic representation of Bauschinger effect 

test. 
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Initial yieM 
Forward flow stress 
Yield flow stress on reverse flow 
Plastic prestroki 
Bauschinger strain 
Permanent softening 
Bauschinger energy 
Plastic energy 

Fig 1.2 Schematic representation of the uniaxial stress-strain behavior of many materials 

during forward and reverse flow tests showing Bauschinger effe~t''.~'. 

This direction-dependent, asymmetrical yield behavior is known as the Bauschinger 

effect, after lohann ~ a u s c h i n ~ e r [ ' . ~  who fmt reported this phenornenon in 1886. This effect 

has k e n  widely studied since then. It is now clear that Bauschiager's discoveries dealt with 

oaly a part of the phenornena involved and that directional behavior in the stress-strain 

relationship is more complex than original thought. In view of these complexities it is not 



surprishg that many different features have been used in describing the Bauschinger effect. 

For example: 

If a spechen is highly defomed in one direction and then immediately reloaded in the 

opposite direction, it began to fiow in this direction at a reduced stress. This is the 

Bauschinger effect .' ~ottrell['"! 

' The Bauschinger effect is measured by the Bauschinger strain p.' Buckiey and ~ntwistle~'*'! 

' Originally observed in polycrystals, but later found to be present also in single crystal, the 

Bauschinger effect denotes a certain dependence of the fiow stress and rate of work 

hardening on the strain history of the metal.' Van ~ueren['.~]. 

' The lowering of yield stress when deformation in one direction is followed by defonation 

in opposite direction is called the Bauschinger effect . ' ~ieter['.~'. 

' The Bauschinger effect involved not only a premature yielding, but also a certain arnount of 

[l.lO] permanent softening or non strain hardening strain.' McClintock and Argon . 

These definitions above represent many different features of the Bauschinger effect. The 

main characteristics of the Bauschinger effect as normally understood are shown in Fig. 1.2. 

In order to have a convenient cornparison, the stress forward and in reverse deformation are 

plotted in the same direction and against plastic prestrain. Since J. Bauschinger's discovery, 

the Bauschinger effect has ken  shown to occur in a variety of materials: from single crystal 

to polycrystals, hom pure metal to alloys, to dispersion hardened metals. Wolley t1.1 11 

observed that the Bauschinger effect was more pronounced in fcc materials compared to the 

bcc materials. Moreover, in recent years, the study in MMC 

understanding deformation in these materials. In essence, the 

material deviation from ided plastic behavior. 

has provided a good way in 

Bauschinger effect reflects a 



1 .M. MechaniSm of the Bausrhinger effect 

Many studies have been carried out to explain the Bauschinger effect since the discovery 

of this effect. Early ideas about the cause of the Bauschinger effect were believed to be the 

intemal stresses, and macroscopic residual stresses developed due to non-homogeneous 

deformation of individual grains of a polycrystalline metal. ~rowan's''.~'] ideas, on the other 

hand, suggested an alternative explmation based on anisotropy of the dnving force for 

dislocation motion, due to prestrain. In generai, there are two main schools advanced to 

explain the Bauschinger effect, intemal stress and dislocation theories. In addition, the 

Bauschinger effect can be described by a composite model, which was first proposed by 

Masing . 

1) Intemal stress theory 

Heyn (19 18) developed a theory to explain the yield stress lowering observed at load 

reversai. Three assumptions were made by ~e~n ' l*" ' :  

(1) The material consists of small volume elements, which have ideal stress-strain curve: 

the elastic response changes into a non-hardening plastic extension at a constant stress 

level. 

(2) The elastic limits of various volume elements are not equal to each other. 

(3) The absolute value of elastic Lirnit of any volume element is independent of the 

direction of deformation, that is the sarne in tension and in compression. 

With these assumptions, the theory explains that: there is a curvature in the initial stress- 

svain curve at the elastic-plastic transition. During defocmation, strain is homogewously 

uniform in the load section. During plastic deformation, the stress disaibution is not uniform; 

therefore, after unloading, residual stresses aise which are responsible for the yield-lowering 



effect upon load reverse. These ideals were strongly supported by tension-compression test 

carried out by  asi in^['.'^^ on brass, and the results of torsion test on iron, bras, copper, and 

aluminum wires. The Bauschinger effect was explained as king due to the action of interna1 

[l.W stresses locked up in cold worked metal by Schimid and Boas . 

2) Composite mode1 

The Bauscliinger effect also can be described by a composite model, see Fig.l.3, 

whenever two phases (matrix and second phase, etc.), or two componeots, with different 

mechanical properties exist in a single specimen. This model was fust proposed by Masing. 

The model suggested that there are two phases or two components in a specimen, they have 

the sarne elastic constant, but different elastic limits. 

Fig. 1.3. Schematic representation of the composite model using materiais with the same 

Young's modulus and hardening behavior but different yield strengths ['-Iq. 

When the specimen undergoes the same prestrain in one direction. if this strain is 

sufficiently hi@, plastic deformation will occur in the phase or component which has the 



lower elastic limit, whiie the other one WU behave elastically. On unloading, whea the 

applied load is zero, one phase or component wiii be in tensile stress and the other one will 

be in compressive residual stress. On reloading in the same direction, to the same stress level, 

both wiii behave elastically; but on reloading in the opposite direction, the residual stress in 

the 'softer' phase or component will help the applied stress to cause prernature yield. Thus 

the behavior is asymmetncal and the system is softer for the reverse loading than it was in 

virgin state. Masing's mode1 also occurs in materials where Young's modulus and the 

hardening behavior are different in the matrix and second phase. 

3) Dislocation theory 

Internai stress theory is greatly weakened when one takes account of the results of 

numerous experiments which have demonstrated the existence for a Bauschinger effect in 

single crystals, therefore, a different approach is needed for the explanation of the 

Bauschinger effect. There are two main dislocation approaches: The fust one was originally 

given by ~ott ' ' . ' '~  and later developed by ~ e e ~ e r ~ ' . " ~ .  It was suggested that during 

prestraining a long range stress is built up through the formation of dislocation pile-up at 

barriers. Fig. 1.4 demonstrates dislocations piled up ai obstacles that defined as barriea. 

Fig 1.4 Schematic npresentation of a dislocation pileup and a mobile dislocation line 

[1.19] interacting with several sessile point dislocations . 



These barriers, such as grain boundaries, are strong enough to block the motion of 

dislocations. As a result, the back stresses produced by dislocation piled up will assist motion 

in the reverse direction. Thus, the equation for flow stress c m  be described as follows: 

% = Z F + ~ B K  (1.1) 

Wherc . r e ~  is the back stress developed by dislocation piled up; TF is the frictional stress on 

the glide plane; and q is the applied stress. The above equation indicates that the largcr the 

r e ~  the lower is the reverse flow stress since ?81< is in opposite direction. This can account 

[ 1 201 for the Bauschinger effect. Embury presented an alternative way to explain the flow 

stress by introducing three terms: c&,, the basic flow stress; q ~ ,  the back stress; and of,, the 

forest hardening effect (dislocation interactions). Since the back stress, ae~, opposes the flow 

in the forward direction and assists the flow in the reverse direction, therefore, we couid 

have: 

OF = 00 + 6f0, + UBK ( 1.2) 

OR = 60 + afor  BK (1 93) 

Where a~ and a~ are forward and reverse flow stresses, respectively. In order to have the 

back stress assisting the reverse loading, the dislocations moved forward must remain in the 

same position as they were before unloading. Mon assumed that the stress concentration 

around dislocations would give nse to plastic deformation by slip on intersecting slip planes. 

The dislocations mobilized on these planes would combine with those dislocation clusters 

that formed and piled up at strong barriers in prestrain to fom Lomer-Cottreli locks. The 

latter represents a nonmobile dislocation that impedes the motion of other dislocations on 



their respective planes, therefore, would prevent the pile-ups fiom running back when the 

load is removed. 

The second approach of dislocation theory to explain the Bauschinger effect was 

proposed by ~rowad' . '~ ' .  The preliminary results fiom his group in ha, covcring copper, 

aluminum, brass, nickel and magnesium, drew attention to the facts that: fust, at reversal of 

deformation the entire stress-strain curve shifts in the negative stress or positive strain 

direction and the stress-strain relation changes its characteristic parabolic form, and actually 

there is a permanent softening of the material rather than the Bauschinger effect. A 

permanent softening has in fact been observed, but its magnitude indicates that the back 

stress effect is relatively small. Heating of unloaded but prestrained specimens reduces their 

stress-strain related anisotropy, and after heating the specimens to the above recrystallization 

temperature, al1 traces of the Bauschinger effect disappear. The above results led Orowan to 

the following conclusion. Considering the small value of permanent softening for copper 

(2.75 MPa after approximately 34.5MPa prestress,) the back stress alone cannot account for 

the Bauschinger effect. Orowan suggested that there must be some other mechanisms 

contributing also. He, therefore, discussed this problem in ternis of the effects of two 

generalized types of obstacles to slip nameiy strong obstacles and permeable obstacles. The 

former were expected to promote back stress hardening because dislocation rings, Orowan 

loops, were formed when dislocations under applied stress tend to sweep through the 

obstacles and form dislocation pile-up in front of these obstacles. The back stress hardening 

in this case must be wiped out largely by reversed plastic deformation, a circumstance which 

gives nse to permanent softening. On the other hand, an array of permeable obstacles could 

produce low initial flow streagth in the reverse direction without causing appreciable 



permanent softening. In this case, it was envisaged that mobile dislocations would move 

forward through the obstacles array at a lower flow stress, breaking through individual 

obstacles under the pressure of very few dislocation pile-ups. At the end of prestraining, most 

dislocations would reach a point where they were held up against a particular row of 

obstacles, generally closed spaced. On stress reversal, the dislocations would move back from 

the row of obstacles, and this movement would start at a relative low applied stress, but in the 

absence of extreme dislocation pile-ups. The fiow stress would increase rapidly towards the 

value obtained in prestraining since the dislocations would encounter another row of closely 

spaced obstacles, see Fig.l.4. This mechanism is most prevalent in metals which have 

numerous barriers to dislocations movement such as polycrystals (grain boundaries) or 

dispersion hardened metals (with particulate). In other cases. a dislocation line can be seen 

interacting with a series of immobile defects. When immobile dislocations are closely spaced, 

they are cailed "forest dislocations". The sessile defects may be point defects (vacancies or 

interstitial atoms), small paniculates, or immobile dislocation lines (perpendicular to the 

paper) which are not active in the current orientation. At maximum load (as given by the 

solid line), the line dislocation is blocked by point defects, but the line bows out under the 

applied stress. When the loûd is removed, the line rebounds (as given by the dotted line) to 

reduce energy. It is well known that line dislocation energy is proportional to the square of 

the length of the line. Again, the rebound wiil produce a small arnount of defomation in the 

direction opposite to the initial plastic defomation, adding to the anelastic effect. When the 

load is reversed, there will be an area containing relatively few barriers to dislocation 

movement, and causing a lower yield point. This mechanism has been called the forest and 

glide dislocation approach and is most prevalent in alioys and metais which have k e n  



quenched from a high temperature (in this case there will be a large percentage of vacancies 

present). Another aspect of this mechanism is that upon reverse loading, dislocations wîli 

annihilate dislocations of opposite sign when ihey corne into contact, thus reducing strain 

hardening and the yield point of the material on reverse loading. This mechanism will occur 

in d o y s  where a second phase is present, and in dispersion hardened metals. As mentioned 

previously, dislocations of opposite sign will interact to amihilate each other. In addition, 

other dislocations can interact to form jogs in the dislocation line, rendering that part of the 

dislocation immobile. Once a dislocation has k e n  rendered immobile by interaction, it no 

longer contributes to the Bauschinger effect in the material because it is no longer available 

to contribute to the backstress in a dislocation pileup. Thus, only reversible (mobile) 

dislocations cm contribute to the Bauschinger effect. As the plastic strain increases, 

dislocation density increases, and the change for dislocation interaction increases. However, 

as new dislocations are always king generated during plastic deformation, a saturation value 

will be reached where there will be a constant fraction of mobile and immobile dislocations 

in the material as plastic deformation is increased. Therefore, it is expected that a saturation 

value of the Bauschinger effect will occur af'ter a cenain plastic strain is obtained. 

1.4.3 Evaluation of the magnitude of the Bausehinger efflct 

One of the greatest diffculties with the Bauschinger effect is the evaluation of its 

magnitude. The difficulties relate to conceptuai problems rather than technical ones. 

Attempts to describe the Bauschinger effect in tems of strain aione, such as those of Wooiley 

(1 953)"*' 'I and Buckley (19 ~ 6 ) [ ' . ~ ,  give rise to âifEculties. They are typified by cornparison 

of Abel's (1965)''~~'~ results with the resuits of experiments by Edwards and Washbum 



(1954)['? Edwards and Washburn obtained a high value of p, the Bauschinger strain, 

accompanied by a relatively smaii yield - stress lowering effect in zinc single crystals, while 

Abel's results show, for Al - 4% Cu crystals with 0 or 8' precipitates present, a relatively 

srnail B value, but reverse yield stress which was so low that reverse yielding in fact occurred 

on unioading from the prestress. One may describe the zinc crystal as having a large 

Bauschinger effect and the Ai-Cu ailoy a much srnaller effect using the Bauschinger strain as 

the criterion. However, in terms of yield stress lowering, the Ai-Cu alloy exhibited by far the 

larger Bauschinger effect. Because of the many features that the effect exhibits, the 

evaiuation remains varied. In the early investigations, an attempt was made to find better 

ways of describing and evaiuating ail aspects of the Bauschinger etiect. For this purpose, the 

following parameters were proposed. 

(1) Bauschinger Strain 

The gradua1 change from elastic to plastic deformation, as shown on a stress - strain 

curve, leads somewhat uncertainty in the actual magnitude of yield lowering during load 

reversal. Maybe this was one of the reasons why Woolley introduced the idea of Bauschinger 

strain, p. This strain is the total reverse strain that occua during unloading and reverse 

loading at a a stress level defined by a = - nap where q is the prestress. Woolley also 

proposed the use of another strain parameter p, defined as the ratio of the total (Le. elastic 

plus plastic) reversed strain at 0.75 op (cailed ~ 0 . 7 ~  ), to that at zero stress (yo ), i.e. p = ~ 0 . 7 5  I 

yo. For a number of materials p varied nom 2.85 to 4.3. In the absence of a Bauschinger 

effect, p wouid have the value 2.0. Buckley and Entwistle referred to the Bauschinger strain 

at a = - 0.75 OP, Stotoz and Pelloux took the reverse strain at 6 = - 0.5 bp, while Hsu and 



Arsenault took a = - q. The 1 s t  work, also referred to the Bauschinger strain factor and to 

the Bauschinger stress factor, indicated the limitations associated with the use of P. This cm 

be M e r  Uustrated by the results of single crystals of Al - 4% Cu when GP zone or 0" 

precipitations were present, the Bauschinger strain, P, at a = - 0.75 op was found to be zero 

when up to 1.0 9% prestrain was applied. Edwards and Washbuni showed on zinc single 

crystals that a relatively large value of Bauschinger strain was obtained with a relatively smaii 

yield stress lowering. On the other hand, Abel reported that, in Al - 4% Cu single crystals 

with 0' and 0 precipitates, yielding occurred even during unloading, but because of rapid 

hardening during the reverse half cycle, P did not reach a large value. One cm describe the 

zinc crystal as having a large Bauschinger effect and the Al - Cu alloy with 0 and 8' 

precipitates as having a smdler effect by using the P criteria. However, they c m  be described 

equally well the other way around by using yield lowering as a criterion. 

(2) Back Stress 

As the yield lowering effect increasing with increasing prestrain, and increasing prestrain 

usually produces increased work hardening, the role of back stresses cornes to the foreground 

for further consideration. Abel and ~ a r n [ ' . ~ ~  examined the possibilities of using back stress 

for the evaluation of the Bauschinger effect. The peak stress in the deformation of forward 

direction can usuaiiy be made simply in ternis of the contributions from directional and non- - 

directionai components of hardening, 

Where denotes the flow stress in forward straining and @ is a derived value of the initial 

yield stress. CF, represents the ssum of contributions bom the isotropie hardening 



components. GBK is the mean directional stress, back stress. Assuihg that the directional 

components of interna1 stress are not significantly relaxed in unloading, therefore, the sense 

of the strain reverse and reverse plastic flow will be assisted by ~ B K .  It will be fmt observed 

at as a deparhue from elasticity. It might be expected that the flow stress at the outset of 

plastic defonnation in reversed straining would be 

OR = Go + 6r0r - O BK ( 1.5) 

In reality, stresses represented in a*, ofw, and CJBK are not uniform on the scde of the 

microstructure. The plastic deformation will be initiated in reverse straining in regions where 

the back stress is particularly high in relation to the local flow resistance of the matrix. 

Usually a small arnount of reversed plastic deformation occurs during unloading after 

forward prestraining and it continues to develop at infinitesimally small values of GR, but the 

initial hardening rate in reversed deformation is extremely high compared with forward flow. 

Combing the above two equations,  BK can be experimentally determined as: 

OBK = (Op - bR)/2 ( 1-61 

Orowan originally predicted that if flow resistance were caused by a permanent array of weak 

obstacles, which are permeable to dislocations. then the lowering of flow stress in reversed 

straining would be a transient effect. If dislocation pileups at strong obstacles are responsible 

for work hardening, then dislocation pileups inherited from forward stsaining would be wiped 

out and part of the strain expended in forward straining would be recovered in reverse 

straining. Therefore, permanent softening will be observed in Bauschinger test. Permanent 

soflening is conveniently determined from a plot of the forward and reverse stress-strain 

curves in te- of absolute stress and absolute strain. Its value of a p  - OR is measured at a 



reverse strain sufncient to give near paraüelism between the two curves. see Fig. 1.2. This 

value of the flow stress ciifference is designated as Aop. In more recent years. most of the 

estimates of OBK made directly from the Bauschinger effect have been made from 

measurements of Aap. Atkinson measured Aop and followed the changes in dislocation 

substnicaires in copper crystals dispersion hardened with 0.3 - 1.0% volume fractions of 

oxide particles. They found that the calculated value of CFBK based on theoretical relationship 

was close to 0.5 AoP. 

OBK = 0.5 Aop ( 1-7) 

In the last decade, the relationship has k e n  assumed in making estimates of the contribution 

of the " back stress" to room temperature work hardening in polycrystalline aliows containing 

larger volume frictions of second phase particles. Bauschinger type experiments give much 

more information and there is a need to process that information more effectively in order to 

provide a better description and understanding of the phenornena which are involved. An 

attempt to achieve this was made by Abel when three Bauschinger parameters were 

introduced: a Bauschinger stress parameter Pa, a Bauschinger strain parameter p,, and a 

Bauschinger energy parameter BE, which are described at below. 

A) The Bausrhinger stress parameter Ba 

The Bauschinger effect was first defuied as a yield lowering effect. the lowering of the 

elastic limit observed during straining in a paaicular direction as a consequence of a 

preceding plastic defornation in the opposite direction. In this proposed parameter the yield 

lowering is related to the prestress 

B, = A6/ap 



Where Aa is the yield reduction AO = g + q, in which CJP is the peek forward stress and a~ 

is the reverse yield stress. When plastic flow takes place during unioading or yield occurs 

before the load reaches to zero, a~ would be a positive value so that the value of will be 

greater than 1.0. When plastic flow starts on reversa1 of the load, fi wiil be negative and the 

value of $, will be less than 1 .O. This yield reduction cm also be written as op - I q I, which 

is the two times of the value of the back stress OBK, therefore, the Bauschinger stress 

parameter is the measure of the total work hardening arising fiom the back stress and has the 

fonn 

Pu=bBK/2 ap= (bp- 1 bR 1)/2 op. ( 1-9) 

The smaller the value of Pu, the smailer the Baiischinger effect. 

B) The Bauschinger strain parameter P, 

The Bauschinger strain parameter is defined as Pt = $/ e p  where P is the Bauschinger 

strain at a = - op, and ~p is the plastic prestrain. When Pt = 1.0 the prestrain is fully reversed. 

and no strain hardening cm take place. This would apply in the case of cyclic conditions at 

saturation. During cyclic hardening P, would be smaller than 1 .O. A theoreticai maximum of 

Pt = 2.0 is envisaged for the hypothetical case where during reverse deformation, al1 the 

mobile dislocations are displaced twice the distance covered during prestralliuig. 

Up to this point, two parameten have been iatroduced. They are well defined in each 

case, but there are still some problems to defme the magnitude of the Bauschinger effect. 

Take, for example, the previously meationed resuit on single crystals of zinc and single 

crystals of Al - 4% Cu with 8' and 0 precipitates. In the first case p, < 0.7 is associated with 



p, > 0.7, while in the second case > 1.0 is associated wiih < 0.7. Thus, it is not hard to 

conclude that neither stress nor strain derived parameters can provide an adequate measure of 

the Bauschinger effect in this parilcular case. A better approach appears to associate it with 

an area under the stress - strain c w e .  Such an area, which is shown shaded in Fig 1.2, may 

be taken to represent the energy saved in achieving a certain amount of deformation in 

reverse loading. It c m  be used to compare with the energy that would have been required to 

achieve the same increment of deformation in the absence of Bauschinger effixt. 

C) The Bauschinger energy parameter, 

During deformation, an amount of the energy is stored in the specimen in the form of 

additional dislocations, point defects, etc. The fraction of this stored energy varies with the 

percentage of defornation introduced. Estimates put the fraction stored at very high 

deformation as 5 per cent. At lower deformation, the fraction stored is as high as 10 per cent 

at 10 per cent deformation, and it is very much higher at very small deformation. As the 

energy saved is defined as the Bauschinger energy Es, the energy expended during presuain is 

defined as EpT and the ratio of these, PE = ES/ EpT is taken as The Bauschinger energy 

parameter. This measure of the Bauschinger effect reflects the stress or strain effect as well as 

the rapid work hardening during reverse loading. The recoverability or reversibility of the 

energy storage mecbanisms associated with plastic deformation is the focus of this parameter. 

If plastic deformation takes place in the tensile direction up to a p ,  M e r  tensile deformation 

would be expected to be an average flow stress of (op + Aa). The average compressive 

reverse flow stress could be expected at - (ap + A@ to complete the cycle in the absence of 



the Bauschinger effect. However, the fact that the actuai average flow stress at full stress 

reversal GR is -(ap - A&) due to the Bauschinger effect. This means that an amount of plastic 

deformation is achieved with a smailer amount of work input during stress reversai than is 

the case of reloading in the same sense from zero stress. This saving is related to that part of 

the stored energy that is elastic in nature and is recoverable with stress reversal. This saved 

energy can be approximately estimated as Es = (ap - aR) P. that is. the expected minimum 

energy required for achieving P arnount of strain without Bauschinger effect minus the actual 

energy expended in achieving P arnount of strain with Bauschinger effect. It is suggested that 

this saving occurred because the elastic energy accumulated during the tensile deformation 

was stored in a reversible way and was given out by the system during compression. This 

could result in a corresponding reduction in the work done on the system. If one takes this 

further and considers that the prestraining flow curve, relating to Ep. can be envisaged as q = 

- 
 am^ + SK by using average values for the fiictionaf and back stress components. the 

reversibly stored energy could be lirnited to the value of QBK EP, where EP is the plastic 

prestrain. The average value of back stress &, here represents ail the elastic stresses built 

up by dislocation interactions. Thus it may be written as Es I Q ~ K E ~  and therefore BE will 

In this way, the Bauschinger effect is a dinct measure of the average elastic stress built up 

during the previous, and directionally opposite deformation cycle. It gives an insight into the 

nature of defonnation processes during prestrian. Very low values of BE would indicate 

deformation processes conesponding in a theologicai mode1 to a rigid - plastic material 



where the energy input of a deformation cycle wouid be used up in kinetic friction. Larger PE 

values would correspond with deformation processes where a larger fraction of the energy 

input is stored in a recoverable manner. During reverse loading or even during unloading, the 

initial depamire £rom a response defined by the elastic modulus of the material is a 

manifestation of this recoverably stored eaergy. 

For the evaluation of the Bauschinger effect, the three parameters when used together 

offer the most comprehensive assessment. 

1.5 Effmt of Silicon on tempering of spring steeIs 

1.5 1 The significance of silicon content in the spring steels 

As being mentioned before, one of the most effective ways of improving the fuel 

economy of an automobile is to reduce the weight of its parts. This demand certainly brings 

the sag resistance of spring steels into the foreground. To meet this demand, the most 

efficient and simplest way is to raise the hardness by strengthening the matrix of the materid. 

For a given carbon content and alloy composition, the final heat treatment (tempering 

treatment) establishes the hardness of the steel. The new spring steels that have been 

developed recently take advantage of higher silicon levels as well as additions of 

microalloying elements. Silicon known as a solid solution strengthener is also effective in 

r e f k g  carbides that formed during tempering. Evidence showed that silicon affects 

hardness during the tempering of spring steels. A review of the literature gave an indication 

that silicon retarded softening in the tempering through its effect on the r -  carbide - 

cementite transition. Because of its beneficial effect, Si was found to be the most important 

factor to improve sag resistance of spring steels. ~ o r i k " ' ~ ~  used stress relaxation tests to 



study the effect of Si on sag resistance of spring steeis. Results showed that increasing the Si 

content, in the range of 0.29 to 2 . 2 6 ~  pct, increased the sag resistance of the steels. There is 

no exception from Fm's work. His Bauschinger twist test result demonstrated that both C 

and Si improved the relaxation resistance of steel. In addition, ~ a t a ' s [ ' - ~  static and dynamic 

tests, ~ a w a k a m i ' s ~ ' . ~ ~ ~  Bauschinger torsion test, and ~hara's~' ."~ research m e r  confirmed 

that Si improves the sag resistance of spfing steels with increasing Si content up to 2.2 pct. 

1 S.2 Tempering of Steels 

As we have known, steels that have subjected to a hardening quench usually undergo 

specific volume changes because of the transformation of austenite to martensite. Of more 

general importance is the fact that a structure that is almost completely martensite is highly 

supersaturated with carbon, extremely brittle, and very likely to develop quench cracks. 

These factors lead to the conclusions that steels with quenched mattensite structure are of 

little useful value, and a tempering treatment needs to be followed to improve the physical 

properties of quenched steels. In a tempering process, the temperature of the steel is raised to 

a value below the eutectoid temperature and held there for a certain period of t h e ,  after 

which the steel is cooled to room temperature. The obvious intent of tempering is to allow 

diffusion process time to produce both a dimensionally more stable structure and one chat is 

inherently less brittie. Based on x-ray dilatometric analysis and studies of microstructure, 

the tempering generdy takes place in four distinct and overlapping stages. 

(a) Stage one. LOO - 250 O C: Precipitation of transition carbides, E - carbide, and lowing of 

the carbon content of martensite. 



(b) Stage two. 200 - 300 O C: Decomposition of retained austenite. Retained austenite 

transfers to ferrite and cementite. 

(c) Stage three. 200 - 350 O C :  Replacement of E -  carbide and low - temperature martensite by 

cementite and ferri te. 

(d) Stage four. Above 350 O C : Cementite coarsens and spheroidizes; recrystailization of 

ferrite. 

In fully hardened martensite, the carbon is aimost entkely supersaturated in solid 

solution in a body - centered tetragonal Iattice and in this condition, intemal stresses are 

high. On tempering, carbides are precipitated, and iron atoms of the lattice are reananged, 

thus providing considerable stress relief. The carbide that precipitated during the fust stage 

of tempering has a composition between that of Fe3C and that of FerC and has been called E- 

carbide. It starts to show up at 100 O C and subsequently decomposes to cementite at higher 

temperature. When the carbide of first stage precipitates from martensite, it is sometimes 

accompanied by a slight increase of hardness. This hardening due to the formation of r- 

carbide is accompanied by soflening because carbon is simultaneously removed from the 

manensite matrix. Whether softening or hardening occur depends on the arnount of carbide 

that precipitates, but marked sofiening occurs at higher tempering temperature that is mainly 

due to the formation of cementite and complete carbon depletion of the martensite. 

As tempering temperature is raises to about 250 " C, the martensite atomic lanice is 

breaking down and intemal stress gets relief. This, therefore, results in some degree of 

improvement in terms of toughness and ductility. The ratio of yield strength and ultimate 

tensiie smngth is also increased because of this improvement. On the other hand, there is, 

for most steels, an intermediate range of temperature that caa cause loss of toughness. This is 



called martensite embrittlement and the degree of embrittlement occurring within it varies 

with the alloy content. It has been suggested that this embrittlement, which generally reaches 

it maximum on tempering at about 350 O C, is associated with the resolution of e-  carbide 

and the precipitation of cementite films dong martensite plate boundaries. Funher increase 

of the tempenng temperature above the embrittiement range could cause softening of the 

matrix due to carbon depletion. This cm lead an increase in ductility that eventuaiiy 

overcomes the embrittlement effect of the cementite films. As the tempering temperature 

reaches higher range, the coalescence of carbides causes a further increase in ductility and 

toughness. The cementite initially formed during the tempering containing high percentages 

of carbide - forming elements tends to change gradually to more stable alloy carbides. How 

fast these changes can occur dependes on the rate of diffusion of carbon, more particularly 

on the rate of diffusion of alloying elements in the ferrite matrix. At the low temperature 

range, the diffusion rate is too low to enable the composition of the carbides to change 

significantly within normal tempering time. This change occurs only at the higher tempenng 

temperatures or on prolonged treatment at intermediate temperatures. In low - and medium - 

alloy steels, however, formation of stable ailoy carbides does not occur even after prolonged 

tempering at high temperattires, dthough the dloy content of the initial cementite increases 

as tempering processes. The formation of carbides of increased alloy content leads to a 

diminution in the alloy content of the ferrite and it would be expected that this would reduce 

the strength of the femte ma&. 

1.5.3 Effect of Silicon content on the tempering of spring steels 

rt is weu knownI'.2& 1-91 that silicon strongly retards the softening of steels on tempering, 

thus perminiag higher tempering temperatures to be used without severe loss in teasile 



strength. Silicon also raises the temperature range in which the embrittiement occurs. Thus. 

silicon is added to certain high - performance steels to obtain an increase in strength with 

little impairment of ductility or impact toughness. Whatever the mechanism by which siiicoa 

retards the tempering processes, it remains of interest to further examine the steels which 

have silicon present. ~ w e n [ ~ , ~ ~ ~  did the study of general influence on the tempering of 

medium carbon steels by a magnetic method in 1952. His results clearly indicated that in the 

presence of silicon much higher tempering temperatures are necessary before any 

appreciable third stage decornposition can be detected. Higher tempering temperatures are 

required to complete the second and third stages. When the precipitation process is 

discussed, he concluded that carbon diffusion controls the kinetics of the second and third 

stages in plain carbon steels. However, when silicon content is sufficient, this control is no 

longer operative in the third stage, the reaction king controlled by the diffusion of silicon. 

The experimentd data have also shown that the precipitates are spherical, tending to be rod - 
like or pearlitic in the high silicon steels, however, the precipitates tend to grow as plates in 

plain -carbon steels. He suggested that spheroidal precipitation in the silicon steels may be 

simply explained as king an influence of silicon content. The effective temperature range is 

raised because of high silicon concentration so that spheroidization rapidly takes place. In 

the terms of silicon diffision phenornenon, Walter suggested a mode1 to explain it. He 

assumed that the silicon content of the cementite is s m d  compared with that of the ma& 

causing a build -up of silicon in front of the advancing interface. Then, for the precipitation 

to continue, silicon must diffuse from the interface to the matrix at the same the  as carbon 

is diffbsing in the opposite direction. There wiii be an interaction between the two diffusion 

processes. It seems that at low silicon concentration in alloy, carbon diffision is the 



controlling factor, but on increasing silicon content, a point is reached when the control 

transfers to the silicon diffusion process. Long tempering times of high temperatures are 

required to complete this transfer. It's no doubt that Dr. Owen's study is a valuable 

contribution to the literature on tempering, and helps greatly to cl&@ the manner in which 

siIicon affects the tempering process. 

Similar works were carried out by Hobbs, brimer, and ~ i d l e ~ [ ' - ~ ' I  h m  university of 

Manchester in 1972. They have studied the effect of additions of 1% and 2% silicon on the 

microstructure of quenched and tempered medium - carbon steels by using TEM that 

provided more evidence about the effect of silicon on tempering. The results showed that 

addition of silicon markedly retarded the tempering process. The retardation was rnainly 

associated with a slowing down of the growth of cementite particles and a retardation of the 

process of dislocation annealing. In addition, the particle sizes were smaller at any tempering 

temperature when silicon was present. 

Based on al1 the previous studies, it is clear that addition silicon markedly retarded the 

tempering process, therefore, changed the carbide size, shape, and distribution in steels. 

These differences in characteristics of the carbides are related to the different silicon contents 

of the steels. The charactenstics of the carbides are major factors in determining the 

microyield properties and, thereby, the relaxation characteristics of the spring steel. 



1.6 Objectives 

The objectives of the present investigations were: (1) To determine or characterize the sag 

or relaxation behavior of standard and microalloyed spring steels. (2) To investigate how the 

level of hardness of spring steels affects the magnitude of Bauschinger effect in temis of 

Bauschinger stress parameter, and therefore, the sag behavior of spring steels. (3) To examine 

the effect of silicon content on the microstructure of quenched and tempered spnng steels, 

and therefore, on the Bauschinger effect and sag behavior of spnng steels. The morphology of 

the carbide fonned during tempering and silicon distribution after tempering treatment was 

given a closer examination. 

In this project, three spring steels which are either being commercially used or being 

newly developed were selected; namely, SAE grades 5 160H, 9259V, and Duraspring steels 

respectively. Al1 the Bauschinger effect tests used to evaluate sag resistance were carried out 

in a tension- compression mode with a universal MTS testing machine. Since the outputs of 

conventional tensile and compression tests can be, in principle, easily converted to test - 

piece -independent stress - strain curves, a particular value of the reverse yield stress could be 

determined. The Bauschinger test results cm also be compared without the influence of 

specimen sizes. 
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Chapter 2 

2.1 Materiais 

The materials have k e n  selected for this project were SAE 5160H, 9259V, and 

Duraspring steels. The chernical compositions of these steels used in this investigation with 

respect to the significant element are given in Table. 2.1. Other than the principal elements. 

the amount of any minor element present, such as S, P, N, Cu, etc. and their ef5ects were 

considend insignificant. The 9259V, newly developed by STELCO Ltd., is generally called 

as chrome-silicon spring steel and has the highest carbon content arnong the three. The 

5160H is a chromium steel and has the lowest silicon content but the highest chromium 

content. Duraspring steel (also known as 92V45), a new commercial alloy developed by 

Inland Steel Ltd., has the highest silicon and manganese content. Al1 the materials received 

were in the hot - rolled condition. The 5160H was hot - roiied to 10.0mm thick plate and 

9259V as well as Duraspring steel were hot - rolled to 16 mm and 13.5m.m diarneter bars 

respectively. 

Table 2.1. Chernical Composition of the Steels Investigated. Wt. % 



The difference in carbon concentration among these three steels is relatively small. By 

contracts, the difference in silicon content among three steels appears to be more significant, 

especidy between 5 l6OH and Duraspnng steels. Generaiiy speaking, alloying element Si 

concentration is added to improve the relaxation resistance of spnng steels and to m e r  

utilize its solid solution hardening effect['l* '.'! The Mn improves the hardenability of spring 

steels. The Cr improves ductility and surface finish of spring steels. The V is good for gnin 

refinement. The strengthening by precipitation of alloy carbides of Cr, V, etc., often referred 

3 1  3 7 1  to as secondary hardening, is also well knowd-. *'-- . 

2.2 Test sample preparation 

2.2.1 Test specimen 

The test specimens used for both tensile test and Bauschinger test are cylindncal shape 

with threads on both ends. The dimensions of specimen are given in Fig 2.1. 

Fig. 2.1 Specimen dimensions for aU the tension and Bauschinger effect tests (al1 

dimensions in mm). 



The configurations of test specimen are based on the ASTM standard '2*31. According to 

ASTM, the selections of test specimen orientation relative to the rolling direction of products 

and specimen location are both taken into consideratioas. Orientation is important to 

standardize test results relative to the directionality of properties that ofien develops in the 

microstnicture of materiais during processing. Some causes of directionality include the 

fibering of inclusions in steels, and the formation of crystallographic textures in most metals 

and alloys. The location where a test piece is taken from is an important factor because the 

manner in which a material is processed influences the uniformity of microsmcnire along the 

length of the product as well as through its thickness or cross section. For the consideration 

of those factors mentioned above, ali the test specimens were taken from midway of either 

plate or round bar along the rolling direction. Al1 the test specimens received from machine 

shop met the size specifications provided to the machine shop. To ensure dimensional 

accuracy, however, each test specimen was measured prior to fwther treatment or testing. 

2.2.2 Heat treatment 

For a typicaî spring manufacturing process [2.41, the bar of the spring steel is 

austenitized for about half hour at a certain temperame, hot-wound into springs, quenched in 

oil, followed by tempering springs to a specified hardness, shot-peening, and then 

mechanically set by cornpressing the spnng to the fuiiy closed position. For the sarne reason, 

dl specimens used for testing were subjected to the siMlar quenching and tempering cycles 

prior to the test. Fig 2.2 is the schematic representation of the heat treatment process. 
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Fig 2 2  Heat treatment cycles for 516ûH, 9259V, and Duraspring steels. 



AU specimens were austenitized for 12 min at 905 O C  in a LinciBerg Hevi-duty 

funiace followed by oii quenching into Vitrea 22, a 5-weight mineral oil with a fast heat 

dissipation rate. Tempering, always for 1 hou, was done in the sarne fumace and in the 

temperature range of 250 OC - 550 O C  to achieve desired hardness levels for al1 three steels. 

For a better temperature control of the h a c e ,  an additionai themiocouple was used to 

monitor the temperature closely (M.5 OC). The tip of the thermocouple was placed near the 

specimen in the furnace so that it was exposed to the same heating environment as the 

specimen and one can get the accurate readings. Extra caution was taken to quench the 

specimen verticaily, dong the axis, so that thermal stresses would not cause any warping. 

The required tempering temperatures for certain hardness levels were interpolated 

from tempering curves established by heat treating a series of specirnens at different 

temperatures. These tempering temperatures cover the desired hardness levels traditionally 

employed for suspension coi1 springs in automobile industxy. 

After the heat treatment cycle. al1 specimens were carefully polished to obtain a 

smooth, flaw-free surface for the strain gauge to rest against. The reason for polishing is that 

machining grooves lefi on the specimens may inhibit movement of the knife edge of the 

strain gauge, giving inaccurate readings In addition, machining introduces surface strain 

which may affect the results. More importantly, the specimens were exposed to air during 

heat treatment without any inert gas protection, therefore, the surface of specimen may be 

decarburized and oxidized to a certain degree. This poor surface quality would senously 

affect fatigue life of springs because the maximum stress is at the surface. Optical microscope 

examination found that this decarburization layer is around 0.3 mm in depth cight from the 



surface. Without any hesitation. an approximately 0.5 mm thick layer was then removed from 

the gage  length by center grinding to ensure that above mentioned flaws were aii eliminated. 

2.2.3 Microstructure 

Al1 the sarnples for mkrostmcture examination were also heat treated dong with other 

specimens, mechanically polished, and findly etched in a 2% nital solution. The 

microstructures of these three steels afker quenching and tempering were examined by using 

both optical microscope and scanning electron microscope (SEM). 

2.3 Mechanical Testing 

2.3.1 Hardness test 

Hardness measurements after heat treatment were made on a calibrated Rockwell 

hardness tester on the C scale with the diamond indenter and 150-kg major load. The sarnples 

to be tested were polished to provide either free oxide and decarburization surface or smooth, 

flat surface perpendicular to the indenter. The measurement enor is believed to be within 

39.5 Rockwelf C hardness point. Cornparison of hardness values at different locations 

showed that there are no significant differences in hardness from center to surface on al1 three 

steels either after quenching or after tempering. Three or more hardness measurements were 

made for each specimen. In those few instances, where not al1 three hardness readings were 

identical, additional hardness measurements were taken after regrinding and polishing . 

Hardness vs. tempering temperature curves, therefore, can be drawn for these three 

steels studied. The hardness vs. tempering curves certainly reveals siWcant amounts of 

information about the tempering behavior of these spring steels. Each data point represented 

an average value of three hardness readings on the same sample. 



2.3.2 Materiai Testing System 

A 1 0  kN MTS (Material Testing System - model number 630) testing machine was used 

for all the tensile tests and Bauschinger effect tests. A half inch standard MTS extensometer 

(model number 632, 13B-20) was caîibrated fmt and attached to the specimen gauge length 

to measure the strain. Load measurement systems typicaiiy employ load transducea that are 

strain - gauge type load cells. Strain gauge is a device that undergoes electncal resistance 

changes in the presence of mechanical deformation. In this case, a load cell is connected to a 

bridge circuit to measure these minute resistance changes and thus the applied loads. The 

circuit is excited with a signal generated by the load ceIl amplifier, and an applied force 

causes the sirain - gauge bridge circuit to be unbaianced. The resulting signal is retumed to 

the amplifier and converted into an output signal (voltage) that is proportional to the applied 

force. The output cm be read through a digital display on the load ce11 panel. The loads vs. 

displacement curves were recorded by a strip chart recorder on the MTS and through a data 

acquisition program that took direct voltage readings from the load ce11 and strain gauge. 

2.3.3 MTS setup and procedures 

Foilowing steps are the procedures to set up the MTS test: 

Measured the dimensions of the cross section at the center of the reduced section of a test 

specimen before loading the specimen onto the machine. 

Set the machine in such a manner that zero force indication signifies a state of zero force 

on the specimen. 

Threaded both upper and lower grips ont0 the specimen and attached to the upper holder 

of the load cell. Aligned the specimen properly. 



Lowered the lower part of the specimen with grip into a base containing molten W d ' s  

alloy (composed lead, tin, cadmium, and bismuth) and then cooled the base by letting 

coid water run through the base until Wood's alloy was solidified. 

Attached the strain gauge to the gauge length of the specimen and zeroed. 

Defined the speed of testing in terms of strain rate. Stroke control was used through d l  

the tensile tests and Bauschinger effect tests, the strain rate was kept constant during the 

test. Strain rate is defmed as E' = d E/ d t, and is conventionally expressed in units of s -'. 
i.e., "per second." The spectmm available for "static" tension tests with hydraulic or 

screw-driven machine is between 10 to 10 S.' [? In this case, al1 the tests were 

performed at room temperature at approximately a constant strain rate of 10 s -'. 

2.3.4 Tensile test and Bauschinger test 

For each grade of steel investigated, round tensile specimens were tempered to four 

hardness levels of 45, 47, 50. 54 HRc (k- 0.5 HRc). Then, tensile tests were carried out 

throughout these hardness ievels to determine the yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, and 

percent elongation to fracture. The engineering tension test is widely used to provide basic 

design information on the strength of materials ['.? The data obtained from the tension test 

are generally plotted as a stress - strain c w e .  From stress - strain curve, the limit of usable 

elastic behavior is described by the yield strength. The yield strength is defined as the stress 

which wiii produce a small amount of permanent deformation, generally equal to a strain of 

0.002. Plastic defonnation begins when the elastic limit is exceeded. As the plastic 

defoxmation of the specimen increases, the material becomes suonger (strain hardening) so 

that the load required for extending the specimen increases with further straining. Eventudy 

the load reaches a maximum value. The maximum load divided by the onginal area of the 



specimen is the ultimate tensiie strengrh. The conventional measures of ductility that are 

obtained from the tension test are the engineering main at fracture, usually caîled the 

elongation or the reduction of area. Both of these properties are obtained after fracture by 

putting the specimen back together and taking measurements of gage length and cross section 

area. The tensile properties were dl listed in a table for three steels at a certain hardness 

level. Each data listed in the table is an average value of three tests on the same material and 

the same testing condition. 

Bauschinger hysteresis loop in tension - compression mode1 was generated by loading the 

specimen in tension beyond its macroscopic yield point to a specific stress level, unloading to 

the zero stress level, and then irnmediately reloading the specimen in the compressive 

direction to the sarne stress level as was achieved in the tensile direction. The reverse yield 

stress dong with the forward peak stress were used for the computation of the Bauschinger 

stress parameter, a parameter defined for evaiuation of the magnitude of Bauschinger 

behavior. Pre-plastic strain and strength in terms of hardness of the specimen tested were 

varied, therefore, Bauschinger stress parameter vs. pre-plastic strain and hardness curves 

could be deduced. Each data point displayed on the curves represented an average value of 

two tests canied out at the same condition. 
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Chapter 3 

3.1 Tempering behavior 

Table 3.1 shows that the hardness right after the quenching for three steels investigated. 

Table 3.1 As quenched hardness of J1608,9259V, and Duraspring steels. 

As we have known, the 9259V had the highest carbon content arnong three steels, 

foilowed by 5160H and then Duraspiing steel. After quenching, the hardness of as - 

quenched materials showed exactiy the same order, see table 3.1. Thus, the hardness obtained 

in quenching condition depends almost exclusively on the carbon concentration. Additional 

alloying elements, such as Si and Mn, have no significant effect on the hardness after 

quenching process. 

Systematic experimental work on the hardness vs. tempering-temperature relationship 

was canied out with these spring steels. The hardness for al1 tempered specimens was 

influenced when additional alloying elernents, such as silicon, presented in these three steels. 

The effect of the ailoying elements in resisting sofiening on tempering can be observed. The 

degree of resistance to sofiening showed on these c w e s  is varied with tempering 

temperature and composition. 



Fig 3.1 Hardness vs. tempering temperature curves for 5160H, 9259V, and Duraspring 

steels. 

From Fig 3.1, the foîiowing facts were observed. 

(1)  A general trend of softening with increasing in tempering temperature is obvious. For a 

constant tempering time of 60 min, after oil-quenching, the hardness of 9259V, 5160H, 



and Duraspring steels decreases with increasing tempering temperature regardless of 

major difference of silicon content and minor differences of other alloying elements. 

(2) The rate of hardness reduction is found to depend upon tempering temperature range for 

these three spring steels. At lower tempering temperanires, fiom 250 to 350 OC, the 

hardness decreases slowly. For Duraspring steel, this slow reduction is extended to a 

higher temperature, 400 OC. Above this temperature range, the rate of hardness reduction 

is actually greater for al1 three steels. 

(3) Under al1 the tempering conditions employed, 9259V still shows the highest hardness. 

The well known effect of silicon on tempering process is displayed by the higher hardness 

of the high-Si grades (Duraspring) at al1 tempering temperatures compared to the low-Si 

grades (5 16ûH). This over al1 greater hardening tendency indicates that high silicon steels 

retard softening in the temperîng to a somewhat better degree than low silicon steels. 

3.2 Mechanical Properties 

The conventionai mechanicai properties, such as 0.2 pct offset yield strength, ultimate 

tensile strength (UTS), cm be rneasured on a stress-suain curve generated from a tension test. 

These properties may be altered by changing the tempering temperature. Table 3.2 lists these 

properties for three steels &ter king tempered to the same hardness level. As noted, both 

9259V and Duraspring steels show significantly higher ductility than 5160H despite their 

similarity in strength. Al1 the data listed below are an average value fkom three samples. 

Table 3.2 Mechanicd properties of 51- 9259V, and Duraspring steels at ARC 48 

GRMES 

, 516ûH 
9259V 

1 

~irnrp*-l 
L 

003 
(MPa) 
1605 
1595 
1606 

a r r s  
(Mh) 
1715 
1713 
1718 

auTs/ao.~ 

1.07 
1.07 
1.07 

6 
(96) 
6.5 
11.5 
11.2 

TOUGHNESS 1 
(KNh) 

479.25 
924.75 
774.02 



Fig 3.2. Stress-Strain curves for 5160H, 9259V, and Dwaspring steels tempered to HRc 48 

and tested at m m  temperature. 



Fig 3.2 shows typical stress-straiii curves of 5160H, 9259V and Duraspring steels. 

The general shape and magnitude of the stress-strain curve of a matenal are dependent on its 

composition, heat treatmed, prior history of plastic deformation, and the strain rate, 

temperature, and the state of stress imposed during the testing. In this case, the composition 

and heat treatment are the only two variables. in the elastic region, stress is linearly 

proportional to strain. When the load exceeds a value correspondkg to the yield strength, the 

specimen undergoes gross plastic deformation. The stress to produce continued plastic 

deformation increases with increasing plastic strain (strain hardening). The volume of the 

specimen remains constant during plastic deformation and as the specimen elongates, it 

decreases uniformly dong the gauge length in cross-sectional area. Initially, the strain 

hardening more than compensates for this decrease in area and the stress continues to rise 

with increasing strain. Eventually, a point is reached where the decrease in specimen cross- 

sectional area is greater than the increase in deformation ioad arising from strain hardening. 

This condition will be reached fust at some point in the specimen that is slightly weaker than 

the rest. Al1 fiuther plastic deformation is concentrated in this region, and the specimen 

begins to neck or thin d o m  locally. Because the cross-sectional area now is decreasing far 

more rapidly than the deformation load is increased by strain hardening, the actual load 

required to deform the specimen falls off and the stress likewise continues to decrease until 

fracture occurs. This is exactly what happened during the tensile deionnation of a specimen. 

As one notes, the slope of the initial linear portion of the stress-suain curve, the 

modulus of elasticity or Young's moduius, from these three materials is similar. Generally 

the greater the modulus, the smalier the elastic strain resulting fiom the application of a given 

stress. The modulus of elasticity is determined by the binding forces between atoms. Since 



these forces c a ~ o t  be changed without changing the basic nature of the material, it is one of 

the most structure - insensitive of the mechanical properties. Logically, it wüi only be 

slightly affected by alloying elements, heat treatment. and any cold - work. 

Once the stress exceeds the yield point up to the ultimate tensile strength, the 

specimen undergoes strain hardening. The strain up to maximum load is unifonn strain. The 

flow curve of many metal materials in this region of uniform plastic deformation can be 

expressed by the simple power relation. 

d = k n  (3.1) 

where n is the strain hardening exponent and K is the strength coefficient. a and E are tme 

stress and true strain. They cm be determined by engineering stress s and strain e. 

a = (PIA. ) . (e+l) = s (e+l) (3.2) 

E = ln (e+l) (3.3) 

A log-log plot of m e  stress and true strain up to maximum load will result in a straight line. 

The linear dope of this line is n and K is the true stress at E = 1 .O. If the value of n = O, it is a 

perfectly plastic solid. If the value of n = 1, it is a perfect elastic solid. For most metals n has 

values between 0.1 - 0.5. In this case, the value of n for 5160H, 9259V, and Duraspring 

steels tempered to HRc 48 are calculated as 0.15, 0.21. and 0.18 respectively. 9259V shows 

the greatest value of n. Strain hardening (also referred to as work hardening) results from a 

dramatic increase in nurnber of dislocation - dislocation interactions and which reduces 

dislocation mobility. Therefore, larger stresses must be applied in order that additional 

deformation may take place. This indicates 9259V bas the highest strain hardeniog effect 

followed by Duraspring steel and 5 160H at this harchess level. 



3.3 Microstmctures 

Fig 3.3 shows opticd microstnictures after oil quenching €rom 90S°C for 5160H7 

Dwaspring, and 9259V steels respectively. 

Fig 3.3 Microsinicnires of 5L60HT 9259V, and Duraspring steels oil quenched at 905 OC, 

2% nital etch, 800x 

In the as - quenched condition, d l  three steels showed fine lath martensite. The average lath 

length was - 0.5pm in 5 160H, - 0.3pm in Duraspring steel, and was even finer, - 0.15pm in 

9259V. The laths also appeared more tangled and shorter in 9259V. These variations in terms 

of martensite size were found to have insignificant effect on as - quenched hardness, see 

table 3.1. 

Fig 3.4 showed optical microstrucnues of 5160H, 9259V, and Duraspring steels 

tempered at 250°C for 1 hou. The tempering took place under this temperature can be 

classified as stage 1, which is featuring the precipitation of E - carbide and partial loss of 

tetragonality in rnartensite. 



Fig 3.4 Microstructures O 

2% nital etch, 800x 

Duraspring Steel 

9259V, and Duraspr 

9259V 

ing steels tempered at 250 OC for 1 h, 

The optical microstnictures examination revealed that the microstructures of these three 

steels under this tempering temperature were similar and consisted mainly of tempered 

martensite dong with carbides and ferrite matrix. The martensite needles were smaller in the 

high silicon steel (Duraspring) than in the low silicon steel (5160H), with the 9259V having 

the smdlest size of martensite. This may be a consequence of the smaller austenite grain size 

of the high-Si steels. The fact that the microstructures of 9259V and Duraspring steels were 

much lighter etching than 5160H. This indicated that the degree of rejection of carbon from 

martensite was smailer in 9259V and Duraspring steel than in 5160H. This would be 

expected as higher carbon content in 9259V also increasing the occupancy of the preferred 

interstitiai sites, i.e. the octahedral interstices at the mid - points of unit ceil edges, and 

centres of ceil faces, thus reducing the mobility of the C atom. It is aiso Iikely that the 

presence of higher silicon content in both 9259V and Duraspring steels reduces the carbon 

activity involved in the precipitation of the epsilon carbide in the early tempering stage. 



Fig 3.5 showed optical microstruchues of 5160H, 9259V, and Dwasprhg steels 

tempered at 350°C for 1 hour. The second and uiird stages of tempering usually occurred in 

this temperature rage. Generaiiy, the retained austensite is decomposed; E - carbide is 

replaced by cementite; and martensite loses its tetragonality. 

Fig 3.5 Microstmctures of 5 160H, 9259V, and Duraspring steels tempered at 350 OC for 1 h, 

2% nital etch, 800x 

The microstmctures of al1 three steels tempered at this temperature showed similarity 

compared to the microstructures tempered at 250 OC. However, a little darker etching could 

be observed. This indicated that more carbon contents were rejected from the martensite. 

Again, it is not hard to find out that the martensite needles were smaller in the high silicon 

steels (9259V and Dwaspring steels) than in the low silicon steel (5160H), probably in 

consequence of the smaiier austenitic grain size of the former steels. The structures produced 

in the low silicon steel (5160H), af'ter l h  tempers at temperature over 350°C, showed coarser 

carbides and more acicular patches of ferrite than seen in the high silicon steels (9259V and 

Dwaspring steels). Fig 3.1 showed that Durasp~g steel had a higher value of hardness at 



this tempering condition than 5 160H despite its lower carbon content. It indicates that silicoa 

content affects the mean distance between particles which principaliy determines the 

hardness . 

Further increasing the tempering temperature. the changes of microstruchues became 

more obvious, see Fig 3.6. The tempering temperature above 450 O C  indicates the fourth 

ferri te. 

stage of tempering. Cementite coarsens and spheroidizes dong with recrystallization 

5 

5160H 

Fig 3.6 Microstructures of 5 160H, 

2% nitai etch, 800x 

Duraspring Stwl 9259V 

3259V, and Duraspring steels tempered at 450 OC for 

The opticai metallographic examination reveded that the micros~uctures of three steels were 

similar and were composed of tempered martensite and ferrite mauix embedded with 

carbides. Among the three steels, there are significant differences in the size, shape, and 

spacing of the carbides after tempered at this condition. The carbides in the 9259V and 

Duraspring steels were smaii, spheroid, and closely spaced, whereas the carbides in the 

5160H were much larger, rod-sbaped, and widely spaced. These differences in characteristics 



of the carbides are related to the different siücon contents in these spring steels. This 

phenornenon became more apparent after tempering at above 400' C range that is the third 

stage of tempering. Fig 3.6 also showed that more light - etching, acicular patches of ferrite 

presented in low silicon steel (5160H) than in the high silicon steels (9259V and Duraspring 

steels). These differences are attributed to a slightly a greater degree of completion of the 

third stage of tempering in the low silicon steels. 

Fig 3.7 showed microstructures for al1 three steels tempered at 550°C condition. 

Duraspring Steel 

Fig 3.7 Microstructures of 5 160H. 9259V, and Duraspring steels tempered at 550 OC for 1 h. 

2% nital etch, 800x 

Metallographic investigation showed that, in the higher silicon steels. carbides were smaller 

and more numerous and that the microstructures remained more acicular in appearance than 

in low silicon steels. These changes suggested that silicon content retards the coalescence of 

carbides, and allows carbides particles pinning the grain boundary. Consequently, these 

carbides may provide a resistance to grain growth. The combination of more and smaiier 

carbides and an apparent lower state of recovery of the martensite (fmer packets of ferrite) 



causes the obsemed substantial increase in the hardness of tempered martensite as the percent 

of silicon in steel increases, see Fig 3.1. 

3.4 Bauschinger effwt test 

To quanti@ the change of the flow stresses upon stress reversai, a number of different 

pxarneters can be used. These parameters reflect the mechanisms involved in lowenng the 

yield stress in the reversed direction. in the present study. one of these parameters. the 

Bauschinger stress parameter is employed to compare the internai stresses developed during 

the forward plastic deformation. The Bauschinger stress parameter reflects the fraction of the 

total work hardening arising €rom the back stress and has the form 

Pa = od2aF =(aF - bRi 1 ~ G F  (3-1) 

Where ab is the back stress. a~ is the forward flow stress, and GR is the yield stress upon 

reloading in the opposite direction. The larger the value of Pa, the larger of the Bauschinger 

effect. In the present case, the Bauschinger stress parameter was plotted against pre-plastic 

strain and hardness respectively to characterize the Bauschinger behavior. Each data point 

was the average from three specimens heat treated and tested in the same way. It has been 

found bat the Bauschinger behavior of three spring steels, namely 5L60H. 9259V, and 

Duraspring steel, was investigated under different hardness levels and different pre-strain 

levels. The test results depend on not only the types of matenal tested, but also the 

deformation history, mainly pre-strain levels, see Fig 3.8. 



FIg 3.8 Schematic representation of room temperature Bauschinger effect tests for 

Duraspring steel tempered to KRc 48 at different pre-plastic strain levels 

When the Bauschinger stress parameter was plotted against plastic pre-suain at different 

hardness levels, al1 thtee materials showed a sirnilar trend, Le. the Bauschinger effect 

increased with increasing pre-strain and then the rate of this increase gradually decreases until 

a saturation is reached at a certain pre-suain level, see Fig 3.9. 



HRc 47.5 

Pie-Plistic Strrln (96) 

Fig 3.9 Bauschinger stress parameter vs. pre-plastic strain for 5 160H, 9259V, and 

Duraspring steels on quenching - tempering condition. 

The present results have also demonstrated that 9259V showed the highest Bauschinger 

effect. More interestingly, the high-Si Dutaspring steel demonstrated a larger Bauschinger 

effect than the low-Si 5160H steel at aU pre-plastic strain levels tested, although the former 



has a considerably lower carbon content. The similar trend has been found at all different 

hardness levels, such as HRc 47 shown in Fig. 3.9. 

Fig 3.10 Bauschinger stress parameter vs. hardness curves for 5160H. 9259V, and 

Duraspring steels at 1 % pre-plastic strain. 

Bauschinger stress parameters at 1% plastic pre-strain have been determined and ploned 

against different hardness levels, as shown in Fig 3.10. Note that a maximum value of 



Bauschinger stress parameter is found at around HRc 50 for 9259V steel. However, for 

5160H and Duraspring steels, only a continuous decrease of the value with increasing 

hardness has k e n  observed. 

The Bauschinger stress parameter at Lpct pre-plastic strain was plotted against the Si content 

for al1 three steels hardened to HRc 48 above, and results are shown in Fig 3.1 1. The 

correlation between the Bauschinger stress parameter and Si content is very interesting 

indeed. The Bauschinger effect increases with the total weight percent of one third of silicon 

and carbon in a steel. This indicated that silicon and carbon together in a steel could have a 

significant influence on the Bauschinger effect, therefore, the sag resistance for the spring 

steel. in order to have the same value of Bauschinger stress parameter, both carbon and 

silicon content are exchangeable. Reducing one part of carbon means that raising three parts 

of silicon is needed or vice versa. Although the ductility of a material could be benefited from 

reducing the carbon content, further decreasing the carbon content will reduce the strength of 

a material because it is the carbon content that determines the hardness of martensite, 

therefore, the strength of a material. By contrast, increasing carbon content could increase the 

strength of a material with the result of sacrificing the ductility as well as toughness of a 

material. Nevertheless, there is no much scope for variation of the carbon content. On the 

other hand, Silicon content can be varied in a relatively wider range than carbon content with 

a maximum value of 2.2%wt in a steel. 
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Fig 3.11 Bauschinger stress parameter at 1% pre-strain vs carbon and 113 siiicon content 

when tempering to HRc 48 for L60H. 9259V. and Duraspring steels. 



3.5 Examination of silicon and inclusions in s p ~ g  steeis 

Previous results have shown that siücon concentration has a significant effect on the 

microstructures of s p ~ g  steels after quenching and tempering by mainly influencing the 

carbide morphology. This effect transferablely affects the mechanicd properties of these 

spring steels, such as the hardness and the Bauschinger behavior. In a view of above, a further 

investigation on silicon becomes necessary, more importantly on the silicon distribution. Fig 

3.12 shows the result of x-ray mapping analysis on 9259V steel from SEM. 

Fig. 3.12. X-ray mapping analysis of silicon and image of MnS inclusion in 9259V. 



It is now generaiiy recognized that the deformability of inclusions is a crucial factor that 

plays a major role not only in service where risk of fracture exists but also during hot and 

cold working operations. The interesthg question raised &ove us make the effort to detect 

the effect of silicon on the formation, the types, and distribution of inclusions by using Field- 

Ernission SEM. Results are sumrnarized as foilowing: 

(1) In this part of the investigation, 9259V steel samples tempered to HRc 45 and HRc 50 

were examined under the SEM and it has been found that globular MnS inclusions are 

present in the steel. The size of such inclusions ranges from 1 to 3 Pm. This type of 

inclusion has been deformed to ellipsoidal shapes, i.e. "cigar shaped". 

(2) The X-ray mapping analysis has revealed no silicon content inside these inclusions; only 

occasionaily, silicon was detected in association with the edges of such inclusions. This 

observation, therefore, confiirmed that the silicon addition does not affect the formation of 

the conventionai inclusions; Rather than this, it influences the morphology of tempered 

carbides. 

(3) The X-ray mapping analysis has also showed that silicon does not remain in the ultimate 

carbide phase to any measurable extent. In other words, silicon is nearly insoluble in the 

carbides. Since the maximum solution of Si in the a-Fe (femte) is 15-18 %, Si would be 

expected to distribute mainly in the femte ma& instead of carbides, therefore, it cm 

have a very significant effect on the growth of precipitated carbides. 



Chapter 4 

4.1 Effeet of silicon on tempering behavîor of spring steeis 

4.1.1 Effect on hardness 

Fig 3.1 showed that the general trend is an overall softening as the tempering 

temperature raised. in fùlly hardened martensite steels, carbon is aimost entirely 

supersaturated in the solid solution in a body - centered tetragonal Iattice and intemal stresses 

are high, see Fig. 4.1. 

Fig. 4.1 Martensite body - centered tetragonal lattice iilustrating the three sets of octahedral 

intersites. The z - set is U y  occupied by carbon at~rns[~.' . 



On tempering, carbides (&-carbide) are precipitated through carboa atom diffusion out 

of martensite and iron atorns of the lattice are reananged, thus providing considerable stress 

relief. Carbides precipitated fiom martensite at early stage subsequently decompose to 

cementite at higher temperatures. It is accompanied by a softening process due to the 

simultaneous removal of carbon from the martensite matrix. However, marked softening 

occurs at higher tempering temperatures that are rnûinly due to the formation of cementite 

and complete carbon depletion of the rnartensite. Of course, the formation of cementite 

carbide involves the diffusion of carbon atoms. Unlike substitutional solid solution. atoms 

move as a result of jumping into vacancies, diffusion of carbon atoms occur by jumping from 

one interstitial site into a neighbouring one. An expression can be wntten for interstitial 

diffkivity : 

D = aaZpve* ~ G ~ / R T  (4.1 

Where a is a geometrical factor that depends upon the crystal, a is the lattice parmeter of the 

crystal, p is the number of nearest interstitial sites, v is the vibration frequency of a solute 

atom in an interstitial site, AGm is the free energy per mole needed for solute atom to jump 

between interstitial sites. T is the absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin, and R is the Gas 

constant. Therefore, it can be seen that the diffisivity or diffusion coefficient is a function of 

temperature. The higher the temperature, the larger the value of D. During tempering, the 

diffusion coefficient of carbon increases with increasing tempering temperature, therefore, it 

is easier for carbon atoms to diffuse into a body-centered cubic crystal containing interstitiai 

sites right d e r  they are rejected from martensite, see Fig. 4.2. 



Fig. 4.2 The nature of the sites that interstitial carbon atoms occupy in the body - centered 

cubic uon ~atticel~.'~. 

This led to the formation of carbide and the growth of carbide. When a body-centered cubic 

crystai containing interstitial atoms. like carbon atoms. is in an unstressed state '? That is 

why a general trend of softening with increasing in tempering temperature is displayed for 

these three steels. 

Although al1 three steels showed the sirnilar tempering behavior, the 9259V 

demonstrated the highest hardness at al1 temperatures tested rnainly because of its highest 

carbon content and its relatively high silicon content among the three steels. It is interesting 

that again the Duraspring steel, despite its lower carbon content, always has higher hardness 

than 5160H. The above resuiis indicate clearly that the hardness of tempered martensite is no 

longer infiuenced solely by carbon content. In fact, the effect of carbon on hardness decreases 

markedly with increasing tempering temperature as carbon is gradually rejected from 

martensite. The effect of aifoying elements on hardness, therefore, couid be encountered, see 

Fig. 4.3. and Fig. 4.4. 



Fig. 4.3 Effect of several elements on the hardness of martensite tempered in temperature 

range from 205 O C  to 705 OC for 1 hL4. 

The main purpose of adding alloying elements to steel is to move the TTC curve to the right, 

therefore, to increase the hardenability (the capability of the steel to form martensite upon 

quenching fiom above its critical temperature). The general effect of alloying elements on 

tempering is a retardation of the rate of sofkening, especially at the higher tempering 

temperatures. Thus to reach a given hardness in a given period, alloy steels require higher 

tempering temperatures than carbon steels do. 



Fig. 4*4 Effect of several elements on the hardness of martensite tempered in temperature 

range from 205 OC to 705 O C  for 1 hl4"]. 

In this case, silicon addition in the Duraspring steel (0.47% C, 1.22% Si) increased 

the hardness at ail tempering conditions compared to 5 160H (0.55% C, 0.28% Si). The effect 

of silicon on tempering of spring steels has been studied for many years. It has k e n  well 

known that the presence of higher silicon content in steel can inhibit the conversion of E- 

carbide to cementite or the growth of the carbide, therefore, retarding the softening IJY. 

Actualiy, it is the size. shape, composition, and distribution of the carbides fomed during 

tempering that primariiy determines the hardness and other properties dong with a relatively 

minor contribution from solid - solution hardening of the ferriter "l. 



Why does silicon addition have such an effect on the growth of carbide? The silicon 

atom has a similar atomic radius compared to the iron atom. With silicon present in steel, it 

foms substitutional solid solution in a-Fe (femte). The maximum solubility of silicon in 

femte is about 15% at room temperature. Thus, with the quantity of silicon present in 

Duraspnng steel (1.22%Si), it should be completely soluble in iron even with the presence of 

other alloy elements. It is not likely that silicon presents in any large proportion in the 

carbide. An alloying element having a higher solubility in the carbide than in femte is not 

likely to have a large effect on the growth of the carbide, although it may control the structure 

of the carbide precipitated, the nucleation sites, and the rate of nucleation. If the alloying 

element is nearly insoluble in the carbide, it can have a very large effect on the rate of growth 

of precipitated carbides [? Owen f4.61 explained this as king caused by a necessity for Si to 

difise away from a growing carbide particle. As Si is rejected from the carbide, its 

concentration in the surrounding mavix rises. Because Si increases the activity of C in femte, 

or decreases the activity of C in martensite, the gradient in C activity causing the C atoms to 

diffuse toward the growing carbide particle is decreased by the accumulations of Si. 

Therefore, the growth of carbide is retarded. A sufficient amount of energy is needed for 

silicon to difise away so that the carbide could grow up. This means a higher tempering 

temperature is necessary to provide sufficient energy, see Fig 4.3. In addition, silicon 

produces solid solution hardening of femte mauix. Both effects contribute to the difference 

in hardness between Iow siiicon steel (5160H) and high silicon steel (Duraspring steel). 

Actuaîiy, the effect of silicon on the hardness becomes more apparent at around 3 0  O C  

tempering temperature. 



From Fig 3.1, it also can be noticed that the rates of reduction in hardness are 

different among these three steels in different temperature ranges. At low tempering 

temperature range (250 - 350 OC), the rate of reduction is smaller. At higher tempering 

temperature range (above 400 OC), the rate of reduction in hardness is larger. Since the 

diffusion of carbon in the martensite is a rate-controlling process, it is Likely that silicon 

addition reduces the carbon-activity involved in the precipitation of e-carbide, hence, the rate 

of precipitation decreases. The decrease is so profound with higher silicon content that the 

separation between the first stage and third stage of tempering is more definite than in the 

low silicon steel because the epsilon carbide is stabilized and the subsequent precipitation of 

cementite is retarded. This situation results a relative plateau in the curve (Fig. 3.1) at 

temperature between 250 and 400 O C  for Duraspring steel, a smallest rate of reduction in 

hardness arnong the three. in the low-silicon steels, the third stage cm be split into two 

processes. Process one, cementite of the thin-plate type precipitates from the low-carbon 

martensite remaining afier the first stage, but the epsilon carbide does not precipitate in the 

reaction to any substantial degree, it persists while the cementite is forming. Process two, ot a 

later time or higher temperature, the epsilon carbide dissolves or decomposes to produce 

more cementite when the matrix is suitably drained of carbon. This causes further softening. 

With the presence of higher silicon contents, it retards the precipitation of cementite 

sufficiently so that the two processes merge into one and onset of third stage is delayed to a 

higher temperature range where epsilon carbide can readiiy dissolve or decompose [4-n. The 

rate of reduction becomes greater afier tempering at above 400 OC. This indicates thai the 

effect of silicon in inhibiting the conversion of epsilon carbide to cementite or the growth of 

carbides is no longer suffîcient enough to permit tempering at higher temperature with less 



loss of hardness, see Fig. 4.3, even with the effect of silicon on solid solution hardening of 

femte matrix. Subsequent changes of cementite morphology dong with recrystalization of 

ferrite cause m e r  softening. 

4.1.2 Effect on rnicrostnicture 

The optical metallographic examinations of the three steels under all tempering 

conditions were carried out. The microstructures of the three steels are simikir and are al1 

composed of tempered martensite, carbides, and femte matrix. The average length of 

martensite lath is longer in 5160H, but is smaller in both Duraspring and 9259V steels. As 

the size of martensite largely depends on the austenite grain size, the above observation 

indicates that the Duraspring steel and 9259V have smaller grain size. Alloy elernents such as 

V, Si and Mn in these steels are assumed to be responsible for the differences. 

More importantly, there are significant differences in the carbide morphology mong 

these three steels, see Fig. 3.4 to Fig. 3.7. The carbides in 9259V and Duraspring steels are 

sphencal, small, and closely spaced, whereas the carbides in 5 160H are rod-shaped, larger, 

and more widely spaced. Clearly, the differences in characteristics of the carbides are 

associated with the difference of silicon concentration among these steels. The present 

observation has confirmed the results by Tata and Driscoll [4? It has been suggested that the 

silicon addition present in the steel can reduce the growth rate of carbide precipitates. 

therefore, the rate of coarsening of carbides. The coarsening of carbides in the steel is an 

Unponant phenomenon that influences markedly the mechanical properties. The driving force 

for coarsening of the carbide is provided by the reduction of surface energy of the carbide. In 

order for the &-carbide to cementite transition and for the cementite coarsening reaction to 

proceed, a net migration of iron atoms fkom the growing particles to the dissolving particles 



is necessary, leaving a higher density of vacancy at the growing particles 14"! When silicon 

addition is present, the activity of carbon in particles is apparently reduced. This leads to a 

reduced particle coarsening rate. In short, high silicon content stabilizes the &-carbide fonned 

dunng the fkst stage of tempering, inhibits the growth of cementite, suppresses the third 

stage of tempering, and therefore, refines the carbides. It will be soon shown in the 

subsequent section that the difference in characteristics of carbide caused by the silicon 

content has the major influence on the difference of Bauschinger effect, thereby, the 

relaxation or sag characteristics of the spring steels. 

4.2 The Bauschinger Effect 

4.2.1 Bauschinger effect vs. pre-plastic strain 

Experimental work conducted on 5 l6Oi-i. 9259V, and Duraspring steels were 

designed to explore the manifestation of the Bauschinger effect under different pre-plastic 

strain levels and different hardness levels. It has k e n  mentioned in the introduction section 

that the Bauschinger effect is an indirect measurement of sag behavior because sag is the 

phenomenon that cyclic microcreep occurs over a large number of loaâing cycles at stress 

levels clearly below the material's yield strength and the Bauschinger effect is the 

phenomenon which occurs only at the first few cycles of loading, hence, the mechanisms of 

the Bauschinger effect are not responsible for sag behavior. However, Furr '4.'01 showed in his 

work on many different kinds of materials that a qualitative relationship exists between sag 

resistance in springs and the size of the hysteresis ioops generated in the tonional 

Bauschinger test. A similar relationship was confirmed b y Brownrigg and ~ritharan[~*~ l1 in 

tension and compression tests. That is the higher the Bauschinger effect, the batter the sag 



resistance of the spring steels. The present investigation was done by measuring the effect in 

tension and compression rather than torsion. It does not invalidate the applicability of the test 

to springs because the basic mechanism of plastic deformation in both loading modes is 

dislocation motion. The hysteresis loop data in tension and compression cm easily be 

expressed in stress-strain terms independent of the test piece dimensions. The original 

Bauschinger effect was described as a yield-lowering effect. To quanti@ the change in the 

flow stress upon stress reversal, a number of different parameters termed Bauschinger effect 

parameter have been employed. These parameters reflect the mechanisms involved in 

lowering the yield stress. One of these parameters, Bauschinger stress parameter, is used to 

compare the intemal stresses developed during the forward deformation. The Bauschinger 

stress parameter is the fraction of the total work hanlening arising from the back stress and 

has the form p, = ad2af =of -0, /20f. Where ob is the back stress, af is the forward flow 

stress, and a, is the yield stress upon reloading in the opposite direction. The smaller the 

value of b,. the smaller the Bauschinger effect. In the present study, Bauschinger stress 

parameter was used as the measure of Bauschinger effect because the ideas of intemal back 

stresses were believed to be the main cause of the Bauschinger effect here. The detailed 

consideration in this concept was given by Masing on Brass [4.121. in the fonvard and reversed 

deformation, dislocations would interact with each other or with second phase particles that 

may rnake many of the original mobile dislocations immobile. With the increase of pre- 

plastic strain, the number of dislocations generated increases. Since the magnitude of back 

stress largely depends on the number of dislocation pileups and mobiie dislocations available 

in the dislocations pileups, the increased number of dislocations c m  be utiiized to produce 

higher back stresses. Consequently, the higher the pre-plastic strain, the larger the 



Bauschinger effect. However. M e r  increasing the pre-plastic strain would not only increase 

dislocation density but also increase the chance of dislocation interactions. Consequently, 

some dislocations can interact with each other to produce jogs that may lock each other. Thus 

they rnay fully or partially lose their mobility. Evennially. a constant ratio of mobile to 

immobile dislocations in the material cari be reached. Hence, it is expected that a saturation 

of back stress in the material can be reached, and so the Bauschinger effect reach a saturation 

value at a certain pre-plastic strain level. 

One thing that should be noted is that there are many factors that would affect the 

value of Bauschinger effect. Arnong these factors, there are grain size, chemical composition, 

distribution of precipitated particles, pre-strain levels, hardness, temperature. strain rate. In 

the present study, the effects of grain size. temperature and strain rate were beyond the scope 

and they were kept as a constant. Fig. 3.9 showed the results of Bauschinger stress panmeter 

against plastic pre-stnin. The Bauschinger effect increases with increasing pre-strain, 

regardless of chemical composition, precipitate size, distribution, and hardness level of these 

steels, until saturation is reached at certain pre-suain level. 

The low silicon 5160H steel showed a smaller Bauschinger effect compared with the 

high silicon Duraspring spring steel while 9259V steel demonstrated the highest Bauschinger 

effect at al1 plastic pre-strain afler they have k e n  hardened to HRc 47 and above. Based on 

the previous and present studies, the effect of silicon addition on the tempering of spring 

steels is demonstrated in the notable change in the carbide morphology formed during 

tempering. This difference in carbide characteristics is responsible for the ciifference in 

Bauschinger behavior of these steels. Apparently, smaller, more numerous, spheroidal, and 

closer spaced carbides in both 9259V and Duraspring steels have provided more effective 



barriers to dislocation motion and promoted the formation of more dislocation pileups. This, 

therefore, can produce higher back stresses during forward plastic deformation. The effect of 

solid solution hardening from silicon and other ailoy elements is dso responsible for the 

dislocation motion and pileups because they cm raise the strength of the ferrite matrix in 

which the carbides are imbedded. The strong femte matrix rnay have a strong interface 

between carbides and ferrite rnatrix, and therefore, it can hold more dislocations in each 

dislocation pileup. Ali the factors discussed above will give the high silicon steels higher 

stresses when deformed to the same strain level; consequently, a larger Bauschinger effect 

should be exhibited. 

The above discussion answered the question why the high silicon steels demonstrate 

higher Bauschinger effect than low silicon steels. Still another question could be raised, that 

is why 9259V has a stronger Bauschinger effect than Duraspring steel regardless of even 

higher silicon content in the Duraspring steel? In order to answer this question, it is necessary 

to take a closer look at major alloying elements of these two steels again. Duraspring steel 

has higher silicon and manganese content but a lower carbon content compared to 9259V. 

This indicates that both carbon and silicon have stcong influences on the Bauschinger effect. 

The number of carbide precipitates during tempering mainly depends on the carbon 

concentration. Generally speaking, the higher the carbon content in the steel, the greater 

number of carbides that would precipitate in the steel during tempering. With the help of 

alloy elements, such as silicon, carbides formed during tempering get refined. This kind of 

larger number, more closely spaced, and hutber refmed carbides would enhance dislocation 

pileups, therefore, increase the back stress which is responsible for the Bauschinger effect. In 

addition, these closely spaced carbides may significantly increase the number of dislocation 



pileups, therefore, can produce higher overall back stress when the same level of plastic 

main is applied. As the result, the 9259V showed a higher Bauschinger effect than the 

Duraspring steel at al1 pre-plastic strain levels. 

4.2.2 Bauschinger effect Vs hardness 

As king well accepted, the higher the Bauschinger effect, the better the sag resistance 

of the spnng steels [4.131. The question of interest now becomes how the hardness affects the 

Bauschinger effect, therefore, the sag behavior of the spring steels. This is especially 

important at higher hardness levels at which the weight reduction of spnngs could be 

realized. Fig 3.10 shows the value of Bauschinger stress parameter against hardness at 1 96 

pre-plastic suain level. A maximum vaiue of Bauschinger effect at around HRc 50 with 

9259V is observed, and a continuous decrease of Bauschinger effect is displayed for both 

5160H and Duraspring steels. These results corne to a good agreement with M.Assefopor- 

Dezfuly and Brownring's work r4.14 on a number of rnicroalloyed and standard grade spring 

steels. As we have known, the cause of the Bauschinger effect is the back stress that cm 

assist the motion of dislocations in the reverse direction. The dislocation pileups at grain 

boundaries and Orowan Loops around carbides are the two main sources of the back stress. 

On tempering, the ferrite mavix is usually strengthened by grain refmement as tiny carbide 

panicles will impede grain growth. It will also be strengthened by solid solution mechanisms 

of alloy elements, such as Si. Furthemore, the carbide morphology itself formed during 

tempering is also affected by aiioy addition. Fig. 3.10 shows an increase in the Bauschinger 

eEect for both 9259V and Duraspring steels as hardness decreases from HRc 54 to Hrc 50. 

As tempering temperature is raised, the dislocation density decreases, &-carbides formed 



during the fust stage of tempering tend to transfomi to cementites, and at the same tirne new 

carbides would keep forming. Because of higher silicon content in both 9259V and 

Duraspring steels, the carbide particles are numerous, smaii, closely spaced, and mostly 

distributed alone grain boundaries. When such a structure is subjected to a plastic 

deformation, these carbides wodd provide sufficient sites for dislocation pileups. This results 

in an increase in back stress over this hardness range. If a higher tempering temperature is 

employed, hardness wiil fuaher decrease as cementite particles coarsen and become 

spheroidized. Also happened are the recrystallization of ferrite, the huther rejection of carbon 

from martensite, and the funher loss of the tragonality of martensite. For the 9259V steel, a 

finer, smaller, and closely spaced carbide morphology can be observed. It certainly cm 

introduce more effective barriea to the dislocation movement. Although more sites are 

available for dislocation pifeups as the carbide particles becomes denser, i.e. dislocations c m  

be also pinned by these numerous and small carbides, therefore, either partially or M y  lose 

their mobility. Once the dislocations lose their mobility, they would no longer contribute to 

the back stress as well as the Bauschinger effect. That is the reason a decrease of the 

Bauschinger effect is displayed for 9259V steel as the hardness decreases or the tempering 

temperature increases. From a different perspective, the above results indicate that the 

magnitude of back stress depends not only on the number of sites available for the dislocation 

pileups but also on the number of mobile dislocations in each pileup. The former can be 

determined by the number of carbides and their morphology, more precisely, the carbon and 

silicon contents in the steel. The latter would be associated with the dislocation density and 

the dislocation interaction, which very much depend on the tempering temperature applied. 



Both 5160H and Durasp~g  steels showed continuous increase of the Bauschinger 

effect while the hardness m e r  decreases or the tempering temperature M e r  increases. 

For Duraspring steel, because of its higher silicon content, the conversion of &-carbide to 

cementite is inhibited and the growth of carbide is also retarded. In othet words, it permits a 

higher tempering temperature without losing the stability of carbide. This would remain the 

finer carbide morphology even ai a higher tempering temperature, therefore, stiil can provide 

suffcient sites for the dislocation pileups. On the other hand, as the tempering temperature 

increases, the dislocations become less dense and the chance for dislocation interaction is 

reduced. This would increase the mobile dislocations in the pileup. All of the above, a higher 

back stress cm be expected when this kind of structure is subjected to a plastic deformation, 

therefore, a higher Bauschinger effect cm be exhibited. For 5 160H, a slight increase of the 

Bauschinger effect is displayed as the temperature increases. As we have known, its carbides 

are larger, rod-shaped, and widely spaced because of its lower silicon content, therefore, 

short-range effects, sucb as the annihilation of the mobile dislocations during reverse 

straining are weak. However, as increasing tempering temperature, the long-range interna1 

stresses that assist the motion of dislocations in the reverse direction become stronger 

because of the pile-up of dislocations and Orowan loops around strong precipitates. This 

could due to the secondary hardening by chromium. Chromium is a strong carbide forming 

element. It do not fonn chromium carbide at lower tempering temperatures because of the 

fact that at lower temperatures the rate of diffusion of this substitutional element is too slow 

to permit its formation. Cementite can form because the diffusion rate of carbon is stiU very 

large. However, when the tempering temperature is higher enough, appreciable amount of 

chrornium carbides would be precipitated and they are stronger than cementite. This kind of 



strong particle certainly has a better coherency with matrix and a strong interaction with 

dislocations, thus, produces higher interna1 back stresses which result a strong Bauschinger 

effect. 

In summary, the magnitude of the Bauschinger effect of 5160H and Duraspring steels 

showed a continuous decreases with increase of hardness, whereas a maximum value of the 

Bauschinger effect at around HRc 50 can be detected for 9259V. Carbide morphology fomed 

during tempering and different hardening mechanisms associated with certain tempering 

stages are responsible for these different behaviors. The present results again show that the 

silicon and carbon contents have a major influence on the carbide morphology, and therefore, 

the Bauschinger behavior of the spnng steels. From Fig 3.10, 9259V demonstrated the 

strongest Bauschinger effect among the three steels. Thus, it shouid be expcted that 9259V 

have a better sag resistance than the other two. Duraspring steel is also expected to have a 

better sag resistance than 5 l6OH. 

4.3 Estimation for weight saving 

In the earlier section, we have already discussed the new trend of making lighter 

vehicles. Automotive suspension springs are no exception to the weight reduction. To cut the 

weight of suspension springs, the sag resistance should be improved because the operating 

stress is likely a higher fraction of the yield stress of the material. The simplest way to do this 

is to raise the hardness of the s p ~ g  steels. From the previous section, the results showed that 

the 9259V have a larger Bauschinger effect or a better sag resistance after its hardness is 

raised from HRc45 to HRc 50. Then such a high performance should be realized on the 

design of springs as for weight saving. 



For this purpose, the fouowing calculatioas could be considered. 

FACTORS 

1 Wire dia. mm 

1 Mean coi1 dia. mm 

II Spring height mm 

A Active coils 

II Spnng rate kgflmm 

Il Weight kgw 

Table 4.1 Assumptioas 

NORMAL WIGHT 

SAVED 

constant 

constant 

constant I N 

Table 4.2 Caiculations 

constant 

obtained 

II I a : increasing factor 

K 

NOMAL 
Torsion stress T 

7, = 8xDxPf md3 

W 

WEIGHT SAVED 

ras = ax8xDxPl nxd2 

G : the modulus of rigidity ( 8000 kgf/mm2) 
Weight saving rate : AW 

w s 

1 

From the equations above, 
d = (~XDXPI~T)~" = A (T)'" 

1 P: applied load 
SPRING RATE : K 



When the hardness is mised fiom HRc45 to HRc 50, the yield strength can be raised from 

1400 MPa to L688 MPa. The yield strength increased 20 45. The reduction in weight is 12 %. 

This means that when it is available to increase the strength of the material 20 %, it becomes 

possible to produce suspension springs that have the same performance (i.e. main coi1 dia., 

spnng heighi, spring rate, etc.) but are 12 % lighter. Speaking of spnng design, however, it is 

necessary to consider the effects of the shape of the spring tail end and spring sheet. More 

irnponantly, the performance of materials that are made of the springs, such as sag resistance, 

fatigue properties, has to be taken into consideration. 
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Chapter 5 

1. Systematic experimental work was conducted on the study of tempering behavior of the 

9259V, 5160H. and Duraspring steels. A general softening trend with increasing 

temperature is displayed for al1 three steels. Both the reduction in hardness and the rate of 

such reduction upon tempering of al1 three steels are found to depend on the tempering 

temperature, temperature range, and dloy elements present in the steel. High silicon 

content again has k e n  found to improve tempering resistance and hardness of the steels. 

The 9259V demonstrated the highest hardness and 5160H, on the other hand, displayed 

the lowest hardness under ail the tempering conditions employed. Duraspring steel, even 

with its lowest carbon concentration arnong the three, showed a higher hardness than 

5 16OH because of the effect of silicon on the hardness. 

2. Optical metaflographic examination again revealed that the microstnicture of 9259V and 

Duraspring steels contain small. spheroidal-shaped, and closely spaced carbide particles, 

in contrast, S16OH contains larger, rod-shaped, and widely spaced carbides. The 

difference in carbide characteristics is attributed to the different silicon contents arnong 

the t h e  steels. The higher the silicon content. the finer the carbides in the steel. 

3. SEM X-ray mapping analysis performed on 9259V showed no evidence that silicon is 

present in either carbides or inclusions. Only occasionally, siiicon is found in the area 

around the inclusions. SEM photo images also reveaied that MnS inclusions showed up 

in the steel and are deformed into eilipsoidal shape at size around 1 -3 p.m. 



4. The Bauschinger effect tests were conducted to snidy the effect of hardness and 

defocmation history, such as pre-plastic sirain levels, on the Bauschinger behavior of 

spring steels. The results showed that the Bauschinger effect increases with increasing 

pre-plastic strain levels for the three steels investigated at ail hardness levels. The 9259V 

demonstrated the strongest Bauschinger effect compared with 516ûH and Duraspring 

steels. therefore. a better sag resistance can be expected. As hardness increases, the 

Bauschinger effect for both 5 160H and Duraspring steels continuously decreases, whereas 

a maximum value was detected at hardness around HRc 50 for 9259V. 

5. Silicon was found to be the major alloy element influencing the Bauschinger effect by the 

way of carbide refinement and solid solution hardening of ferrite matrix. Therefore. it is 

the major element affecting the room temperature sag resistance of the spring steels. 

6. When the hardness is raised dong with the proper designing of the spring, a considerable 

weight saving becomes possible. 



Future work 

1. To establish a relationship between the Bauschinger effect and sag resistance in terms of 

energy, and therefore, a better way to characterize sag behavior of spring steels. 

2. To fbrther investigate the effect of silicon content and other alloy elements on the 

microsuuctwe, tempering behavior, and carbide morphology of spring steels 

3. To study the effect of microstructure on the relaxation behavior of spring steels. 

4. To funher investigate the effect of hardness on the Bauschinger effect for other grades of 

spring steel. 




